AWS Focused

Emagine IT, a Premier Consulting Partner and Public Sector Partner in the AWS Partner Network (APN), helps organizations meet FedRAMP and other compliance requirements quickly and cost-effectively. Emagine IT leverages their in-house expert AWS cyber-engineering team to rapidly assess customer IT environments and build secure AWS architectures configured to meet common security requirements through automated means.

About Us

Emagine IT’s independent team of advisors can help your organization prepare your cloud service for FedRAMP assessment and authorization. Our advisors are FedRAMP and Amazon Web Services Certified cloud engineering specialists who can lead organizations in their preparation effort and can assist with compliance gap analysis, advisory, technical remediation, engineering and assessment while addressing risk and aligning your cybersecurity strategies with business goals.

AWS SPECIALIZED

From professional level certifications to designing, implementing, configuring, and engineering FedRAMP compliant solutions

Emagine IT’s ConMonaaS is a automated solution composed of secure cloud products and customized professional services intended for the federal government available in Amazon Web Services.

ConMon-as-a-Service is a flexible full cloud stack service offering that is managed by a proprietary dashboard and integrated with Native AWS services, selected open source tools and partner commercial products.

ConMon-as-a-Service includes all the requirements for an organization’s software application or a platform to attain a FedRAMP Authority to Operate in order to sell their cloud based services to the government. We offer services covering everything from planning, strategy and design, to sponsorship, security controls, 3PAO preparation, SecOps and Continuous Monitoring.

Emagine IT has established the Continuous Monitoring Program that accounts for all the repeatable processes and reporting per the FedRAMP CONOPS requirements. Standard Operating Procedures are simplified by identifying the NIST SP 800-53A validation points as well as the GSA reporting frequencies.

Emagine IT uses AWS CloudFormation templates to speed the migration and deployment components for ConMonaaS. “Code is in AWS Cloud Formation templates, so we deploy the scripts and let them run to simplify the migration - however the work does not end there as that implies a one-shoe fits all” Bhanu says. Emagine IT teams also help perform hands-on integration of all services and tools deployed provided a defined workload migration and modernization platform, based on a DevOps deployment model, to help clients remain FedRAMP-compliant once it passed the audit.
Cloud computing has changed the landscape of IT and brings many business benefits. But how do you balance the promise of cloud computing with concern over the erosion of perimeter security controls and scaling security into hybrid and public clouds? Emagine IT’s cyber-engineering will provide cloud architecture, design, integration, and support services. CSP’s will need to take advantage of the flexibility, availability, and scalability of today’s cloud environments. Our cloud-certified security experts design and implement a variety of solutions for any cloud environment: Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Azure, Salesforce, Google Cloud, Oracle Cloud, and IBM SmartCloud.

EIT will help assess cloud goals, cost challenges, and opportunities for CSP’s. At which point, our expert team of cloud architects will aide in designing an enterprise-class cloud strategy complete with a full TCO model that maximizes your ROI. We also help you identify potential roadblocks to determine the best path forward and mitigate potential issues.

At Emagine IT, our leading security experts and cloud architects will work hand-in-hand at delivering continuous cloud security, efficiency health checks, and security by design from day zero. Our services are uncompromising; standing the test of the most stringent security compliance audits.

Emagine IT’s FedRAMP practice employs only the most capable and top-performing technical rock-stars, regardless of practice component such as advisory, assessments or cyber-engineering. All personnel are vetted through multiple iterations of technical panel interviews along with hands-on performance tests to demonstrate both technical and interpersonal acumen. This is in addition to the very stringent prerequisites candidates need to meet. This ensures that our clients receive only the best services possible, regardless of type of service being consumed.

EIT’s streamlined discovery/gap assessment is designed to focus on FedRAMP critical controls to quickly and effectively assess FedRAMP Readiness. Resulting in 74% quicker authorizations.

Blazing fast authorizations
EIT has consistently broken FedRAMP PMO authorization speed records by 88% and continuing to reach greater heights.

Management Consultation
While we are very technical and capable of providing the engineering and cloud-architecting support. We pride ourselves on our ability to effectively communicate at the highest level of any organization providing 73% more value from your investment from our advisory services.

Satisfied Results
Every single client that has engaged with EIT has returned with nothing but stellar feedback. We pride ourselves in our 100% excellent customer service score.
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